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Abstract
Background—Gray matter lesions are known to be common in multiple sclerosis (MS), and are
suspected to play an important role in disease progression and clinical disability. A combination of
MRI techniques, double-inversion recovery (DIR) and phase-sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR),
has been used for detection and classification of cortical lesions. We now demonstrate that high-
resolution three-dimensional (3D) magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo
(MPRAGE) improves the classification of cortical lesions by allowing more accurate anatomic
localization of lesion morphology.
Methods—11 MS patients with previously identified cortical lesions were scanned using DIR,
PSIR, and 3D MPRAGE. Lesions were identified on DIR and PSIR and classified as purely
intracortical or mixed. MPRAGE images were then examined and lesions were re-classified based
on the new information.
Results—The high signal-to-noise ratio, fine anatomic detail, and clear gray-white matter tissue
contrast seen in the MPRAGE images provided superior delineation of lesion borders and
surrounding gray-white matter junction, improving classification. 119 lesions were identified as
either intracortical or mixed on DIR/PSIR. In 89 cases, MPRAGE confirmed the classification by
DIR/PSIR. In 30 cases, MPRAGE overturned the original classification.
Conclusion—Improved classification of cortical lesions was realized by inclusion of high-spatial
resolution 3D MPRAGE. This sequence provides unique detail into lesion morphology that is
necessary for accurate classification.
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Introduction
Accurate classification of multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions originating in the cerebral cortex is
important for understanding their role in disease progression and impact on clinical
manifestations of the disease. Gray matter lesions are not uncommon in MS [1-3], and may
play an important role in disease progression and clinical disability [4]. They may also
contribute to cognitive impairment and seizures as manifestations of the disease [5,6,7,8]. Until
recently, limitations in cortical lesion detection by MRI compromised our ability to understand
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their in vivo behavior and clinical correlations. Accurate identification of cortical lesions on
conventional MRI remains challenging, due to their small size and poor lesion-to-tissue
contrast [9]. Recently improved detection sensitivity of cortical lesions was demonstrated using
3D dual-inversion recovery (DIR) sequences [10,11]. However, DIR suffers from inherently
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), requiring slice/slab thicknesses on the order of 2-3 mm. Due
to the small size of the cortical lesions, partial-volume averaging effects prevent clear
delineation of lesion boundaries with respect to the gray/white matter junction, impeding
accurate classification of cortical lesions as purely intracortical or otherwise. In addition, the
DIR technique is susceptible to flow-related artifacts [12] and has regional variations in GM
signal intensity [11] which may lead to false-positive lesion detections [13].
Improved accuracy in identification and classification of cortical lesions was demonstrated in
a study that combined DIR with T1-weighted phase-sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR) [13,
14]. However, the spatial resolution and SNR with these sequences is constrained by
acquisition time and patient motion. Therefore, the use of combined DIR with PSIR for
classification of cortical lesions to differentiate purely intracortical lesions from those with
some extension past the gray-white matter junction requires refinement.
Reliable cortical lesion classification demands a technique with high spatial resolution and
contrast for clear delineation of gray-white matter boundaries. One compelling candidate that
satisfies these requirements is three-dimensional (3D) magnetization-prepared rapid
acquisition with gradient echo (MPRAGE) imaging [15]. MPRAGE had previously been
applied to MS for detection of enhancing lesions [16,17] on a 1.5T MRI system. The purpose
of this study was to implement a high spatial resolution, high-SNR, 3D MPRAGE protocol on
a 3T scanner with parallel imaging and clinically acceptable acquisition time, and to evaluate
its potential for improving cortical lesion classification in MS.
Methods
Eleven MS patients (2 male, 9 female, median age 55 years) with previously identified cortical
lesions were included in this study. Twelve subjects from our original cohort of 16 patients
[13] were rescanned, but one scan session had to be discarded due to significant motion
artifacts. Demographic data is summarized in Table 1. These patients were scanned on a Philips
3T Intera scanner with Quasar Plus gradient systems (maximum gradient amplitude 80 mT/m,
slew rate less than 200 mT/m/s) and a six channel SENSE-compatible head coil. The scan
protocol included axial DIR and PSIR imaging, each with 0.94 mm × 0.94 mm in-plane
resolution (256 × 256 matrix and 24 cm FOV) and 44 slices of 3.0 mm thickness. Coronal 3D
MPRAGE images were also acquired with an isotropic voxel size of 0.94 mm × 0.94 mm ×
0.94 mm (TI = 1123 msec, excitation RF flip angle 6°), reformatted in the axial plane. SENSE
encoding was employed along the A/P direction for DIR and PSIR with a SENSE factor (R)
of 2.0. (R = 2.0) and two-dimensional SENSE encoding along R/L (R = 2) and A/P (R = 2.5)
for MPRAGE. Acquisition of 3D MPRAGE in the coronal plane allows the use of two
dimensional SENSE for reduced scan time and fewer artifacts. Scan times were 7.5 minutes
for DIR, 4.2 minutes for PSIR, and 6.4 minutes for MPRAGE. Additional acquisition protocol
details are listed in Table 2. All sequences were obtained during the same scanning session.
The DIR, PSIR, and MPRAGE images were not spatially registered prior to image analysis.
The slice locations for DIR and PSIR were identical as verified by careful visual inspection
after the scan acquisition.
In our original study, cortical lesion detection by PSIR/DIR was by consensus by 3 experts as
described [13]. In the current analysis cortical lesions previously identified in each patient,
were re-identified on the new DIR/PSIR sequences as either (a) purely intracortical (near total
confinement within the cortical ribbon), (b) mixed gray-white (originating in the cortex but
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with some subcortical extension), or (c) as juxtacortical (primarily subcortical with some
involvement of the gray matter). Juxtacortical lesions were not included in this analysis. Once
lesion presence and previous classification were confirmed, each lesion was carefully evaluated
on the 3D MPRAGE images and compared with the DIR/PSIR classification. Based on the
new information provided by the high resolution images a qualitative assessment was made as
to whether the MPRAGE sequence confirmed or overturned the prior classification. This was
done by one of the experts involved in the original study and one of the physicists involved in
the development of the MPRAGE sequence.
Results
Upon initial assessment of the DIR and PSIR images from the eleven patients, a total of 119
cortical lesions were identified, of which 54 were classified as purely intracortical and 65 as
mixed. After reviewing the MPRAGE images at the same anatomic locations, 30 of these
lesions were re-classified. The majority of the reclassification was found to be from originally
mixed to purely intracortical based on details provided by the MPRAGE images. Details on
reclassification are summarized in Table 3. A few examples of lesion classifications being
either confirmed or overturned by the MPRAGE images are shown in Figures 1 - 4. Only one
out of 119 lesions identified on DIR/PSIR was not visualized on the MPRAGE sequences.
Detection capabilities of the MPRAGE sequence alone were not evaluated as part of this
analysis.
Discussion
The pathogenesis of lesions originating in the cerebral cortex remains unclear. Histological
findings described in these lesions such as lack of significant inflammatory cell infiltrates [1,
18], or complement activation [19] and evidence of neuronal apoptosis [20] differ from the
typical findings seen in white matter plaques. These as well as other issues like the lack of
correlation between cortical lesions presence with that of white matter plaques [21,22] have
contributed to recent acknowledgement of the importance in understanding their role and in
vivo behavior. Despite this, most attempts to detect cortical lesions on MRI remain suboptimal.
This is especially evident when attempting to determine whether a lesion remains entirely
contained within the gray matter or may have originated within the subcortical white matter.
This limits one from improving understanding of the heterogeneity of the disease and
compromises the ability to establish correlations between the presence and precise
characterization of cortical lesions and disease manifestations like cognitive impairment and
seizure activity.
An implication of this study is that some cortical lesions described in the MS imaging literature
may not be purely cortical. The term “cortical lesion” has at times been used to describe purely
intracortical, mixed and even juxtacortical lesions. The more detailed descriptions and
classification schemes in the literature are derived from histology [1,21,23], and are beyond
present clinical imaging resolution to rigorously utilize. The broadest level of generalization,
lumping lesions into the terms “cortical” or “juxtacortical”, has limited clinical utility, but until
now has been the only meaningful imaging classification that could be applied to most gray
matter lesions described in the literature. The less specific purely intracortical/mixed/
juxtacortical classification scheme used in this study was initially proposed as a better match
for imaging capabilities [13] but as the present study demonstrates the combination of DIR and
PSIR remains suboptimal in some cases where lesions may have minimal extension into the
white matter.
This analysis shows that, although a combination of sequences was previously shown to be
sensitive and specific for lesion classification (PSIR with DIR), inclusion of 3D MPRAGE
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images improves the accuracy of cortical lesion classification. Terms such as mixed, purely
intracortical and juxtacortical require precise depiction of the gray-white matter junction, as
well as clear delineation of the lesion boundaries. The improved spatial resolution and SNR of
MPRAGE permit these boundaries to be visualized more clearly than possible with the coarser
resolution of DIR and PSIR. The degree of subjectivity in the classification is substantially
reduced by inclusion of the anatomic detail provided by the higher resolution scan.
In these preliminary studies, MPRAGE provided better characterization of cortical lesions. We
have not investigated if all the cortical lesions can be visualized on MPRAGE without the use
of DIR and PSIR images. Convincing demonstration that cortical lesions can be visualized
without the aid of DIR and PSIR would have considerable practical clinical importance as both
DIR and PSIR sequences could then be eliminated from the protocol to reduce overall scan
time. We are addressing this with formal quantitative studies that are underway. Until then,
combination DIR/PSIR remains the best option for detection and validation of cortical lesions.
However, MPRAGE should be used when accurate differentiation between purely intracortical
and mixed lesions is required.
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1. . Two intracortical lesions are seen on (a) DIR and (b) PSIR on the same image slice. MPRAGE
(c □ h) confirms the classification of the first lesion (vertical arrow) as purely intracortical.
However, the classification of the second lesion (oblique arrow) is overturned to juxtacortical
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2. . The classification of a lesion as purely intracortical on (a) DIR and (b) PSIR is convincingly
confirmed by inclusion of MPRAGE (c □ h)
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3. . A lesion initially classified as purely intracortical on (a) DIR and (b) PSIR is seen to actually
be mixed after inclusion of MPRAGE (c □ e)
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4. . A lesion initially classified as mixed on (a) DIR and (b) PSIR is seen to actually be purely
intracortical after inclusion of MPRAGE (c □ g)
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Table 1
Patient demographics
AGE GENDER TYPE DURATION (y) EDSS
52 M SP 11 6.5
62 F RR 12 2.5
52 F RR 3 0
57 F RR 22 2
55 F RR 12 3
51 F RR 27 5
26 F RR 7 2
48 F RR 24 2.5
37 F RR 3 2
70 M PP 26 4
41 F RR 13 2
RR = relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis
SP = secondary progressive multiple sclerosis
PP = primary progressive multiple sclerosis
EDSS = expanded disability status scale
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Table 3
Summary of classification changes
INITIAL FINAL NUMBER
IC None† 1
IC MX 7
IC JX 2
MX IC 13
MX JX 7
IC = intracortical, MX = mixed, JX = juxtacortical
†
False-positive on DIR/PSIR, unseen on MPRAGE
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